
“Strips or Strings” 



String quilt vs. strip quilt 

When you start talking scrap quilts the idea of string quilts and strip quilts usually comes up.  So 

what’s the difference? This month’s quilt pattern explores just that.  Lets start with string quilts.  Tradi-

tionally a string quilt is sewn on a fabric background like muslin fabric. It’s kind of like foundation piec-

ing, but on fabric instead of paper.  Most string quilts are shown with the strips of fabric (or strings) 

running diagonally across the blocks.  This allows you to sew many different widths of fabric together 

to fill in the space of your foundation block. 

 

For example, in the beige quilt that you see on the cover I started with 11” squares of muslin fabric.   

I drew a diagonal line from one corner to the other and in my example I laid a 2” strip of black solid 

centered on that line.  

 

 Then you sew a piece of scrap fabric to the black solid piece.   

 With this quilt you don’t have to worry about what size your strips of scrap 

 fabrics are.  You really can use up anything, however smaller strips ranging 

 in size from 1” - 3” create the most interesting blocks.   

 

 

 

It is helpful to switch back and forth sewing a strip to each side of your center strip. And be sure to 

leave a little bit of fabric past your foundation square, so that it covers your foundation once it is 

pressed. 

Continue sewing strips of fabric to your foundation square until it is completely covered in fabric.  

Once your foundation blocks are covered in fabric press well and trim them down to 10 1/2” squares.  

I then sewed my squares together angling the black solid different directions to create a unique ac-

cent affect.  I also added a 1 1/2” (2” cut) Inner Border and a 5 1/2” Piano Key Outer Border to the 

quilt.   

 

Making a piano key border is actually strip piecing, which leads us into the next style of scrap quilting.  

 

 



Strip piecing is the idea of sewing strips together in a continuous fashion.  With strip piecing you can 

also use a variety of strip widths, but you do not sew it onto a foundation.   

For the orange quilt on the cover, I cut a variety of strips from my stash again using 1”- 3” as my guide-

lines.  I ended up using about 55 strips. I was conscious to cut some strips 1 3/8” or 2 5/8” so that the 

strips weren’t all in 1/4” increments.  That helps to create more of an offset strip set when you are all 

done.   

If you are working with a variety of strip lengths, sew together the ones that are similar first and then 

you can cut the strip sets into your finished sizes and rearrange the colors. 

After getting a bunch of strip sets sewn together (each with about 4 strips in them) I cut them into strip 

segments.  

My goal for this quilt was to end up with strip segments that were 10 1/2” long, 6 1/2” long, and 3 1/2” 

long.  From a normal 44” width of fabric you are able to get 2 each of these lengths with pretty much no 

waste.  

With this quilt I also used a solid accent fabric in gray.  I cut 1/2 yard into 3 strips 2” wide, 3 strips 2 1/2” 

wide and 2 strips 1 1/2” wide.  I then cut those strips into my 10 1/2”, 6 1/2”, and 3 1/2” lengths.  

For my layout I decided to piece together rows that were about 55” long.  Depending on the number of 

strips you are using from your stash and the desired width of your quilt, you can make it as big as you 

like.   

I added the gray accent fabric into every row, in random places. I decided to have a 10 1/2” row then a 

6 1/2” row and then a 3 1/2” row and then I repeated that order to create the length of my quilt.  

Here is a look at the quilt’s layout.  

 

 

 I ended up with 12 total rows in this quilt.  



So how do you decide which type of quilt you should make? To answer this question it may depend 

on how long your strips are.  If you have a lot of full length strips that you are sewing with, you may 

prefer to strip piece them all together. 

 

If you are trying to use up a bunch of different length strips, the string piecing method may be better 

since you can use up all sorts of lengths as you go.  

 

Both of these quilts can be customized to utilize your stash in the best way.  Maybe you want a small-

er quilt– just start with smaller squares in the string piecing technique.  

Or, maybe you have a lot of stash to use up.  You may want to strip piece a bunch of strips and then 

use it for the front of your quilt and also pieced into your backing.  

 

In both quilts adding in a solid accent fabric can act as a way to ground the colors from your stash.  

That way you can pull as many colors and patterns as you like, but your eye always has a place to 

rest in the solid fabrics.  

In the string piecing quilt the solid also adds an element of    design to the scrappy fabrics.  You can 

play around with different layouts.  

 

I hope my adventure into using up the fabrics in my stash has given you the inspiration to try some 

string piecing or strip piecing the next time you have a bunch of strips you want to use up.  Happy 

Fabric!    

 

 

 


